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B. HsaHosa, JI. Fyzos, C. /(UMoscKa - MemtlAAOZeHu
<~ecKoe npOZH03Up08aHue JlblKUHCKOZO pydHOZO nOA.R (M 
1:50 000) C 1IOMOU4bl0 KOM11biOmepH0-11pOZH03UpyiOU4eU 
cucmeMltl. CaCTeMa CO.llepZHT .ll&a 6nmra: 61l3a .llaBHhiX 
H 6nmc .llJIJI o6pa6onH, aaanHJa H npora03BpOBaBBJI. 

lia:Ja .ll8HBhiX o6ecneqasaeT coxpaaea11e reonoraqec
Koii, reo~H3H'IeCJCOH H .llpyrHX BHAOB aml»opMalliUI, 1:0-
TOpyiO MOlDIO H3BneJCaTL ceneiCTJIBBO DO BL16paBBLIM 
DOJCil3aTenJIM. 

linoiC MJI o6pa6onH, aaanaJa B nporao3aposaau 
DO.llrO"faBnHBaeT .llaBHLIC It aaanH3y, DpDB3BOABT CTa
THCTHk}' H DpOrB03HpOBaBHe (paCD03HaBaBHe) C l:naC
CH~HiaTOpOM JieACHI:, nyTeM nHBeboro .llBCitpiiMliBaB
THOrO aaana3a H uacTep-aaana3a. Pacoo3aaBaBBe 
MO:ItHO oposeCTH c o6yqeaaeM ana 6e3 o6yqeBBJI. Hc
cne.llyeTcJI HHcllopMaTHBHOCTL .llaHJihiX H Ha.l{eJDIOCTL pe-
3ynbT&TOB. 

llporH03HpOBaBHe DpDBO.llHTCJI 88 WIOIQa.l{B 350 k:m2, 

npe.llCT&Bn~IUeA TeppHTOpHJO ~ac~:oro PY.llHoro 
DOnJI. llpOrH03HWM 06'bei:TOM nnJieTCJI e,l{HBH1{8 WIO
DlaAH c pll3MepaMH O,SxO,S km. HcnoJIL30BaHW 30 npH3-
auoa: nHTonoro-CTpanrrpa~H'Iecne, reoXJIMJI1Iecoe, 
reocllH3H'Iecme. CciK>pMlfPOBaHW anLTepaaTBBHLie 3Ta
noauye coBOI)'DHOCTH - H3BeCTHLie PY.llBhle MeCTopo::a
.neBBJI H py.llonponnea.HJI H ycnosao 6ecnepcnei:TBBHLie 
DnOIUa.llB. llpOH3Be.lleH cpaBHHTent.HYI CTaTBCTBqec
I:HA 8HMH3 COBOI)'DHOCTel, 'ITOOLI OQeBIITL HX pll3.lleJIJI
eMOC1'b DO OT.llenLRLIM DpH3HUaM. 06yqeBBeM Ha OCBO
Be uacca~ual{Hoaaoro anropHTMa lielcu oonyqea 
uacca~BJ:aiUIOBBLII JtPBTepd, D03BOJIJIOIIUII pll3.lle
JlHTL nporno3Hhle o6Dei:TLI aa PYABOnepcnei:TBBHLie a 
6ecnepCDei:TBBHhle. llpOrH03BpOBaBBe DpOBe.lleBO B 
pll3nH1fllhiX BapHIUITU, ,Z:{nJI pll3nH'IHhiX opR3BUOB, OpR 
YJ:IllaHHH Ha.l{eJDIOCTH DpOrH03hiX pe3ynLT&TOB. 

Abstract. The system consits of two blocks: block of data
base and block of processing. analysis and prognostica
tion. The database provides the conservation of the geo
logical, geophysical and other kind of information. which 
can selectively be extracted according to desired features. 

The block of processing. analysis and prognostication 
prepares the data for analysis, produces the statistics, as 
well the prognostication (the recognition) with the classif
icator Basic, by means of a linear discriminant analysis 
and a cluster analysis. The recognition can be made with 
education or without education. The informatively of the 
data and the reliability of the results were studied. 

The prognostication was carried out on the area of 350 
on2

, which represented the territory of the Luki ore field. 
The prognostic object constituted an unit of surface with 
dimensions 0.5x0.5 km. On the whole 30 features were 
used: lithologo-stratigraphic, geochemical and geophysi
cal ones. Alternative model sets were formed: for the well
known ore deposits and ore manifestations and for the 
conditionally subcommercial areas. A comparative statis
tical analysis of the sets was carried out in order to esti
mate their divisibility according to the separate features. 
By education via Basic classification algorithm a classifi
cation criterion was obtained, that allowed to subdivide 
the prognostic objects to commercial and subcommercial 
ones. The prognostication was produced in many vari
ants, for different combinations of features, and the de
gree of reliability of the prognostic results was shown for 
each case. 
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Introduction 

The computer-oriented systems represent a 
modem technology for solution of prognosti
cating tasks. Their main advantage is the large 
informative capacity of computers, allowing 
the creation of multifunctional databases and 
the possibility to systematize the accumulated 
information, to extract it selectively, to process 
and analyse it. Such systems were used by the 
authors several times for the geological prog
nostication in different regions of Bulgaria 
(HBaHoBa et al., 1984; HBaHoBa et al., 1987). 
This paper describes an original author's com
puter system, which was already used for the 
metallogenic prognostication on the territory 
of the Rhodopes on different scales. The results 
of the metallogenic prognostication of the Luki 
ore field on scale 1:50 000 are presented as well. 

Computer system for solving 
prognosticating tasks 
As a structure, this system consists of two 
blocks: block of database by means of service, 
and block for processing, analysis and prognos
tic solutions. 

The detabase is formed and governed by 
means of the program products of the system 
for database control ADABAS, made by the 
firm Software AG- Germany (Software AG, 
1991). ADABAS is used by the authors for 
compiling database with a composition, a 
structure and an internal organisation, suitable 
for solving concrete problems. The system lan
guages of the product served for compiling 
programmes for regrouping and purposeful ex
tracting the information for its further use in 
the process of prognostication. 

The block of processing and analysis is con
structed on a modular principle. The separate 
stages, such as the preliminary processing of 
data, their preparing for analysis, the analysis 
itself and the adoption of the prognosticate so
lutions, may function independently from each 
other, and in case of need they may follow in a 
chosen succession, according to the require
ment of the users. 

In the context of the system the prognostica
tion is a process of pattern recognition. The 
patterns in this case are the elementary surfac
es (cells) from the studied territory, the dimen
sions of which depend on the scale of study. 
Each elementary cell possesses a complex of 
variables (vector), characterizing it in geologi
cal, geophysical, geochemical and other re
spect. The complex of features constitutes a 
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feature space, in which the vector fixes the po
sition of the pattern. The recognition puts the 
patterns to areas, preliminary defined in the 
space (conventionally or with education), that 
predetermines their metallogenic commercial 
or subcommercial significance. 

The system takes into account the diversity of 
methods of pattern recognition. It foresees 
working by three algorithms: 

- education probability-statistical algorithm 
- Basic classificator; 

-heuristic algorithm with education - lin-
ear discriminant analysis; 

- classification without models. 
The system is open for recognising algorithm. 

The first two approaches form a classification 
cryterion on the basis of education by the use of 
model objects. The probability-statistical algo
rithm is suitable for the mixed patterns in the 
feature space, while the heuristic one is suitable 
for independent patterns. The recognition with 
education includes the following main opera
tions of the data: 

- statistical analysis of the features; 
- testing for normal distribution of the data 

of each aspect; 
- selection of standard objects with given 

description of features from the database; 
-estimation of the invormativity of the fea

tures and choice of a space of features optimal 
for the recognition; 

- education on models and· making a classi
fication rule; 

- classification of the objects. 
The classification without models subdivides 

the objects into a preliminary defined number 
of classes, proceeding from the. assumed prox
imity of the patterns in the feature space and 
from the favourable configuration of this spece. 

General characteristic 
of the initial data 
in the metallogenic prognostication 
of the Luki ore field 

The Luki ore field is situated in the northern 
part of the Central Rhodopes. It embrasses the 
river systems of Manastirska, Djurkovska and 
Yugovska rivers. 

The ore field is mapped on a scale 1 :25 000, 
while the most interesting and the most prom
ising sectors are mapped even on more detailed 
scales -1 :5000 and 1 :2000. Equally with the 
largescale mapping, the metallometric, hydro
chemical and geophysical prospection defines 
the high extent of study of the region. 
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Fig. 1. Situation scheme of the studied territory (The Luki 
ore field) for the Probability-statistical metallogenic prog
nostication. The dark cells represent model objects of the 
ore class 

The subject of this study is a territory of 
about 350 km2

• A cell with dimensions 0.5x0.5 
km is accepted as elementary prognostic sur
face, that coresponds to the scale 1 :50 000. On 
the studied territory there is in sum 1560 ele
mentary cells, disposed on 52 lines and 30 col
umns of the initial surface matrix (Fig. 1 ). 

Based to the analysis of the available geolog
ic-geophysical information on the Luki ore 
field and to the requirement for uniform study 
of the whole territory (uniform conditional de
scription of all elementary cells), 30 features 
were chosen. Unfortunately, very important ore 
control cryteria such as the zones of conductiv
ity and of polarization, cannot be completely 
used, because of the insufficient study of the 
ore field in this respect. In spite of this, there 
are 6 features, characterizing 460 elementary 
cells, i. e. about 30% of the territory, which are 
included in the feature space. The full list of 
the features is systematized in the Table 1. 

The geophysical features are represented by 
the variation of the total vector of the magnetic 

Table 1 
List of the features, used for the metallogenic 
prognostication 

Code num-
bers of the Features 
features 

1. 
1.1 

1 1.1.1. 
2 1.1.2. 

3 U.3. 

4 1.1.4. 
1.2. 

5 1.2.1. 
6 1.2.2. 
7 1.2.3. 
8 1.2.4. 

1.3 
9 1.3.1. 
10 1.3.2. 

1.4. 
11 1.4.1. 
12 1.4.2. 

2. 
13 2.1. 
14 2.2. 
15 2.3. 

3. 
16 3.1. 
17 3.2. 
18 4. 

5. 
19 5.1. 
20 5.2. 

6. 
21 6.1. 
226.2. 
23 6.3. 
246.4. 
25 6.5. 
26 6.6. 
276.7. 
28 6.8. 
296.9. 
30 6.10. 
31 6.11. 

32 6.12. 

33 6.13. 

34 6.14. 
35 6.15. 

36 6.16. 

Geophysical 
Geomagnetic 
Variation of the vertical component 
Field of the vertical component on al
titude 2.5 Jan 
Residual field of the vertical comp
nent of the analytical continuation on 
altitude 2.5 Jan 
Total vector of the magnetic field 
Aerogammaspectrometric 
Total gamma-radiation 
Content of uranium 
Contentof thorium 
Content of potassium-40 
Zones of conductivity 
Density of the zones 
Direction of the zones 
Zones of polarization 
Density of the zones 
Direction of the zones 
Geochemical 
Content of lead, zinc and copper 
Content of molybdenum 
Content of tin 
Zones of sulphide mineralization 
Density of the zones 
Direction of the zones 
Remains of base level surfaces 
Recent rocky valley bottoms 
Present of valley bottoms 
Direction of the valley bottoms 
Lithologic-stratigraphic 
Trachiandesite (Oligocene) 
Rhyodacites and dacites (Oligocene) 
Rhyolite coatings and bodies 
Rhyolite tufTs 
Latite coatings and dykes 
Latite breccia 
Priabonian breccia-conglomerates 
Aplitoide granites (Upper Cretaceous) 
Silicate-carbonate formation 
Marbles (Proterozoic) 
Regional hydrothermal alteration of 
the marbles 
Upper variegated formation (Protero
zoic) 
Formation of the biotite gneisses (Pro
terozoic) 
Amphibolites (Proterozoic) 
Lower variegated formation (Protero
zoic) 
Upper granitogneiss formation (Prot
erozoic) 

field and the gamma -spectrometric compo
nents- the intensity of the total gamma-radia
tion and the content, thorium, and potassium-
40 (Nikolov et al., 1977 - unpublished fund 
materials). The results of the detailed electric 
prospection in some sectors - the density and 
the direction of the zones of conductivity and 
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polarization - were processed, toe. The infor
mation on the direction is codified in 9 unform 
intervals of 20°, while the density of the faults 
is expressed numerically. 

The geometrical characteristics are taken 
from the map of the anomalies by separate ele
ments (Subev et al., 1973 - unpublished fund 
materials). The data on the total content of Pb 
Z? ~nd ~u are codified numerically, and th~ 
dtstnbutt?n of K. Mo in the space - binarily. 
!Jle. de~stty or the zones of sulphide mineral
IZation 1s codtfied numerically, and the direc
tion - cyclically, in 9 uniform intervals of 20o. 
The geomorphological map was also treated 
for completing the features, characterizing the 
Luki ore fields (unpublished fund materials of 
Su~v. 1973 were used too). The presence ofre
mams of base level surfaces is codified binarily. 
The spatial distribution of the recent rocky val
ley bottoms is represented by two features -
density and direction. The density is codified 
binarily, and the direction - cyclically in 4 
uniform intervals of 45o. ' 

The lithologic-stratigraphic characteristic of 
the studied territory is totally described by the 
use of the geological map of the Luki region 
(Netsov et al., 1973 - unpublished fund mate
rials). In this respect 16 features were chosen 
and codified binarily. 

Formation of model sets 

Based to the analysis of the available data on 
the metallogeny of the Luki ore field 53 model 
cells were separated, und the well-known ore 
deposits and ore manifestations were bound to 
them. They constitute the full model set of 
class "A". By the use of a generator for acciden
tal numbers, model of class "A " were formed 
each of them containing 20~30 elementary 
cells, from the set of class "A". It ought to be 
taken into consideration, that all samples 
equally contain ore deposits with different eco
nomic valuation, and for such a purpose an 
uniform distribution of the standard cells is 
provided on the whole studied territory. The 
model samples of class "B" are formed with a 
considerable conditionality. All the elementary 
cells with a vague economic significance are 
conditionaly assumed as subcommercial ones, 
and they fall on class "B". By the use of a gen
erator for accidental numbers, model samples 
of class "B/' were formed from this set, each of 
them consisting of 20-50 elementary cells. 

For the evaluation of the informativity of the 
features and for making the classification rules, 
different combinations of model samples of 
class "A" and class "B" were used. 
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Fig. 2. Prognostic scheme of the Luki ore field by a com
plex of features with code numbers 3 13 14 15 18 19 
20, 21-26. • • • • • • 

Probability of belonging to the ore class: 1 - -P<0.45; 2 
-0.45<P<0.5; 3- 0.55<P<0.75; 4 -P>0.75; 5- well
known ore deposuts and are manifestations 

Statistical characteristic 
of the features 

The statistical analysis of the distribution of the 
features is made on the total set of elementary 
cells and on two sets for the first class and two 
sets the second class. The main statistical char
acteristic - mean values, standard deviations, 
asymmetry, excess, as well as the correlation 
between the features - are studied. Rose-dia
grams for those features, which express a direc
tion, were constructed on the basis of the data 
on the total set. 

The analysis of the statistical characteristics 
shows a comparatively feebly marked differ
ence between the mean values for the sets of the 
two classes. For all geophysical and geochemi
cal features the mean values for the sets char
acterizing the class "A", are higher tha~ those 
for the class "B". In the statistical distribution 
this tendency is manifested by a positive asym
metry and a positive excess. 

The rose-diagrams of the directions of the 



Table 2 
Correlation matrix of the aerogeophysical features (code numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), geochemical features (code numbers 
13, 14, 15) and the features 18 and 19 

Codenum-
hers of the 4 s 6 7 8 13 14 IS 18 19 
features 

4 1 0.32 0.19 0.27 0.23 0.07 0.03 0.18 0.06 0.09 
s 0.32 1 0.61 0.35 0.79 0.12 0.07 0.17 0.09 0.16 
6 0.19 0.61 1 0.6 0.51 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.09 
7 0.27 0.85 0.6 1 0.75 0.13 0.03 0.13 0.08 0.14 
8 0.23 0.79 0.51 0.75 1 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.06 0.09 
13 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.13 0.08 1 0.29 0.04 0.03 0.02 
14 O.o3 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.29 1 0.11 0.06 0.01 
15 0.18 0.17 0.06 0.13 0.14 0.04 0.11 I 0.02 0.06 
18 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.02 1 0.04 
19 0.09 0.16 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.04 1 

Table 3 
Correlation matrix for the zones of conductivity (code numbers 9 and 10), polarization (code number 12) sulphide 
mineralization (code numbers 16 and 17) and the geochemical features (code numbers 13 and 14) for th~ territory 
of the Luki ore field 

Code num-
bers of the 9 10 12 13 
features 

9 1 0.54 0.32 0.12 
10 0.54 l 0.26 0.16 
12 0.32 0.26 1 0.1 
13 0.12 0.16 0.1 1 
14 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.28 
16 0.14 0.19 0.003 0.1 
17 0.18 0.14 0.001 0.13 
20 0.01 0.003 0.05 0.11 

conductivity, polarization and sulfide mineral
ization zones are characterised by a clearly ex
pressed trend to the north-northeast. The dom
inating directrix is 10-30°. No such trend is ob
served for the distribution of the directions of 
the rocky valley bottoms. 

The interdependence between the separate 
features is studied by a correlation analysis. 
The results are systematized in the Tables 2 and 
3. The interest for such kind of research arises 
from the necessity of reducing the number of 
features, facilitating by this way the procedure 
of recognition. Comparatively close linear cor
relation is observed between the gammaspec
trometric components. The interdependence 
between the conductivity, polarization and sul
phide mineralization zones is considerably less 
expressed. For the features, characterized by a 
density and a direction, there is an impression
able connection between these two parameters. 
For example, the correlation between the den
sity and the direction for the zones of conduc
tivity is 0.54, and for the zones of sulphide min
eralization - it is 0.69. This interdependence is 

14 16 17 20 

0.07 0.14 0.18 0.01 
0.09 0.19 0.14 0.03 
0.05 0.003 0.001 0.5 
0.28 0.10 0.13 0.11 

1 0.05 0.02 0.05 
0.05 1 0.69 0.003 
0.02 0.60 1 0.05 
0.05 0.003 0.05 1 

caused by the increase of the fault density and 
by the .density of the intersection points of dif
ferent fault systems. The lithologic-stratigraph
ical features appear as completely independent 
ones. 

Evaluation of the informativity 
of the features 

The informativity of all the features chosen for 
metallogenic prognostication of the Luki ore 
field was calculated for five different combina
tions of samples of both classes. The data on 
the probility a posteriori for classification, as a 
range between the minimum and the maximum 
values, are presented in Fig. 3. The estimation 
of the representativity is based to the distribu
tion of the absolute values of probability and to 
the range of variation as independent parame
ter, characterizing the stability of the feature. 

The aerogeophysical features (code numbers 
3, 5, 6, 7, 8) are manifested with equal stability, 
but they substancially differ in the informativi-
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Code DWI- ProbabilitJ a priori tor 
ben of the cla88ificatton ld1apaeon 
feature a of YariaUona, ") 

50 60 70 80% 

1 -~ 
2 1-~ 
3 - ~ 
4 -f-
s f-- f-
6 1-
j -~ 
8 -
g 
10 -
11 f-- f--
12 f-- r-
13 1- -
14 - f--
15 - f--
1G 1-- -
17 1-- -

' 18 -f---
19 f-
20 1-- -
21 1--
22 -f--f-
23 - f--
24 - f--
25 1-
2G -r-
?-_, f--
28 1-1-
2!) - f-- r-
30 1- f--
31 1-f--
32 1-- f--
33 f-- - r-
34 r--r-
35 1-
3G 

Fig. 3. Informativity of the features, used for the metallo
genic prognostication of the Luki ore field 

ty. The probability a posteriori for classification 
is higher for the total gamma-radiation (feature 
5) and it progressively decreases for the con
tents of uranium (features 6), thorium (feature 
7) and potassium-40 (feature 8). 

The feature components, obtained from the 
electrometrical investigations, substancially 
differe in informativity. For the density (fea
tures 9 and 11 ), especially of the conductivity 
zones, the probability a posteriori for classifica
tion varies in large limits. Such a distribution is 
caused as well by the insufficient representativ
ity of the model samples, characterizing only a 
small part ofthe studied territory (about 25%). 
The analogous situation is observed for the 
density of the sulphide minerazation zones too 
(feature 16). The highest and the most stable 
informativity is characteristic for the direction 
of the conductivity zones (feature 1 0). 

The geochemical features (codes numbers 13, 
14 and 15) have different individual represenativ
ity. The probability a posteriori for classification 
is the highest for the contents of lead, zinc and 
copper. The contents of potassium and molybde
num show an equal low informativity. 
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The lithologic-stratigraphic features (21-36) 
substancially differ in informativity. However, 
the introduction of marginal effects with the 
precodification ought to be taken into account. 
Inspite of the expressed unstability of the distri
bution of the probability a posteriori values, the 
Oligocene rhyodacites and dacites, the silicate
carbonate formation and the upper granitog
neise formation are distinguished with an in
creased informativity. The lowest informativity 
is characteristic for the latite sheets and dykes, 
the Priabonian breccia-conglomerates, the 
aplitoid granites (Upper Cretaceous) and mar
bles (Proterozoic). The remaining lithostrati
graphic formations have an intermediate posi
tion. 

The generalized analysis of the obtained 
probability-statistical characteristics of the fea
tures, applied to the Luki ore field, and the es
timation of their informativity show a compar
atively low individual representativity of these 
features, so that the definitive formation of a 
feature space is dificult. However, the relative 
independence of the features allows the combi
nations in different variants for establishing the 
classification rules. 

Prognostic-metallogenic regional 
division of the Luki 
ore field by a complex of features 

The metallogenic prognostication of the Luki 
ore field was carried out by a composition of 
different variant schemes mainly on the basis of 
the features, for which there was an informa
tion of comparatively uniform density for the 
whole territory. The electrometric features, ob
tained only a part of the territory, were used in 
separate constructions for precising the prog
nostic classification in some sectors. 

The prognostic scheme of distribution of the 
probabilioties for belonging to the ore class, 
composed by three geochemical features (code 
numbers 10, 11 and 12) and three geomorpho
logic features (code numbers 15, 16 and 17), is 
characterized by strongly expressed diversitry. 
The sectors in the limits of the well-known de
posits Djurkovo, DruJba and Chetroka are dis
tinguished with the highest commercial signifi
cance. Another commercial zone is outlined in 
the southwestern part of the territory under in
vestigation. It embraces a large area, in which 
three sectors with a probability of belonging to 
the ore class over 75% are localized. The well
known small deposit Studenets is situated in 
this zone. In the northwestern part of the stud
ied territory a sector with increased commer-



cial significance is outlined too (area of the ore 
showing Pashaliitsa). One more commercially 
significant sector is localized near the village 
Yugovo in the north part, wich is defined on a 
whole as a subcommercial area. 

The scheme of distribution of the probilities 
for beloning to the ore class, composed by the 
aerogeophysical features (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), is 
considerably less expressed. Accordingly to this 
scheme, the part of the Luki ore field south of 
the town of Luki is mainly outlined as area with 
indefined commercial significance. Commer
cial zones are outlined in the areas of the de
posits Drujba and Djurkovo. The largest com
mercial zone is distinguished in the western 
part of the studied territory (in the areas of the 
ore deposits Chetroka and Urvata and the ore 
manifestation Kanar Dere). On the same 
scheme, in the northwest part of the territory, 
there is an outlined sector of higher commer
cial significance. Against a background of a 
large subcommercial zone north of the town 
Luki, a commercial sector is localized near the 
village Yugovo. . 

By different combinations of lithologic
stratigraphic features two prognostic schemes 
were obtained. On the first one, by the features 
with the code numbers 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 31 
and 33, the territory is divided into two zones
commercial southeastern one and subcommer
cial northwestern one. On the second scheme 
(by the features 18, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32), 
only the zone between the villages Dryanovo 
and Manastir with a direction southwest -
northeast is more or less differentiated. There, 
several sectors with a complex configuration 
are outlined with a high commercial signifi
cance. However, the general analysis shows an 
undefinite representativity of the schemes ob
tained by lithologic-stratigraphic features. That 
is connected with the specificity of the spatial 
distribution of these features, manifested in de
forming marginal effects. By unfavourable 
combination of these features with numerical 
ones they may exert negative influence on the 
complex infofmativity of the prognostication. 

The prognostic scheme, composed by 
geochemical (10, 11, 12), geomorphological (15, 
16, 17) and lithologic-stratigraphic (19, 26, 31, 33) 
features, contains the same main elements as the 
scheme, composed only by the complex of 
geochemical and geomorphological features, but 
there is an additional background effect from the 

lithologic-stratigraphic features. 
On the basis of a complex classification rule, 

composed by use of aerogam.maspectrometric 
(code numbers 2, 3, 4, 5), geochemical (1 0, 11, 12) 
and geomorphological (15, 16, 17) features one 
more prognostic scheme is obtained. By this 
scheme, the central eastern areas of the territory 
are the most promising in ore-bearing respect. 
Well outlined commercial zones appear in the 
southwest and the northwewst parts as well. 

The prognostic scheme by the full complex 
of features - aerogeofhysical (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), 
geochemical (1 0, 11, 12), geomorphological 
(15, 16, 17) and lithologic-stratigraphic (18-33)
is shown on Fig. 2. The reliability of the prog
nostic metallogenic regional division is esti
mate at 91-95%. The commercial area is out
lined in this scheme as a regional zone with 
northeast direction, situated between the villag
es Dryanovo and Manastir. Six sectors are dis
tinguished there as the most promising in ore
bearing respect. The spatial di.stribution of 
these sectors defines the mentioned zonal set. 
The main well-known ore deposits and ore 
manifestations fall on these sectors. The north
eastern part of the studied territory is classified 
as subcommercial one. Only two sectors stand 
out, against this background - sectors near the 
villages Yugovo and Pashaliitsa. 

In spite of the small number (33) of the used 
features and of their comparatively low infor
mativity, the stable and geologically well
grounded space distribution of the sectors with 
large commercial significance, confmns theca
pacity of the complex of computer means and 
the algorithms for the analysis and the classifi
cation in the prognostic metallogenic regional 
division. 
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